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OMG-Certified UML Professional Fundamental Exam [UM0-100]

Test Result - Diagnostic Test

  

  700

  1000

Start Time: 22-Jan-12, 16:40  End Time: 22-Jan-12, 16:48

Total Items: 15  Correct Items: 15

Passing Score: 700  Max Score: 1000

Your Score: 1000  Result: Pass

It is a good practice to review answers and analysis. To review, click on individual items below. please rate
and provide feedback as your review. Your feedback we will help us improve this PrepKit and provide you

with upgrades.

Items
Chapters

Item Details

# Item Result BookMark

1
Which of the following is the correct representation of decision nodes and merges in a
UML ac...

Correct  

2
Which of the following behaviors refers to the interactions among different
participating objects?

Correct  

3
Which of the following notations is used to represent the relationship between two
use cases name...

Correct  

4 What does the keyword self represent in a lifeline? Correct  



5
Which of the following is the correct notation to represent a required interface named
Car with a...

Correct  

6
Which of the following notations is used to represent the extension point of a use
case named Cre...

Correct  

7
According to the given diagram, which of the following statements are true? Each
correct...

Correct  

8
Consider the following use case diagram: Which of the following is an abstract use
case?

Correct  

9
Which of the following is the correct notation for representing a package named
Shapes with its s...

Correct  

10 Which of the following statements about multiplicity in UML is true? Correct  

11 Which of the following notations is used to represent lost messages? Correct  

12
Which of the following dependencies specifies a relationship between two elements
in which one el...

Correct  

13
Which of the following is used to extend the vocabulary of UML in order to create
new model eleme...

Correct  

14
Which of the following notations is used for importing a package named PackageB to
another packag...

Correct  

15
According to the given diagram, which of the following statements are true about slot
and instanc...

Correct  

 
Item Details

# Chapter Total Correct

1 Miscellaneous basic notions    1 1

2 Class Diagrams (Basic)    7 7

3 Activity diagrams (Basic)    2 2

4 Interaction Diagrams (Basic)    2 2

5 Use Case Diagrams (Basic)    3 3

 
 

Start Time

Gives the time test started at.

1.

End Time

Gives the time test ended at.

2.

Total Items3.



Total numbers of questions in the given test.

Correct Items

Total number questions correctly answered.

4.

Passing Score

Passing Score of the Test.

5.

Maximum Score

Maximum Score of the Test.

6.

Your Score

Total Score Got in the Test.

7.

Result

Result either Pass or Fail.

8.

Items

Can review the questions again after test to avoid mistakes in other test.

9.

Result

Traverse the wrong and right answers.

10.

Bookmark

Can traverse through bookmarked questions.

11.
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